Walk the Walk means to show others about something by your own footsteps, your own example of the way to do it. You yourself are walking the way for them to follow by your own life. She told them at the meeting "You need to Walk the Walk yourselves for them to understand! By your own example is how they will learn what it means to be a Christian. #life #example #footsteps #path #following #right direction #honesty. walk the walk definition: 1. to show that something is true by your actions rather than your words: 2. to show that something is true by your actions rather than your words:. Learn more. Translations of “walk the walk”. in Chinese (Traditional). in Chinese (Simplified). Walk your dog, do not let your dog walk you. If you allow your dog to walk in front of you while on a lead you are reinforcing in the dog's mind that the dog is alpha over you because the leader always goes first. This can lead to many behavioral issues that some regard as a "breed trait" or "personality," when actually it is your dog being in charge of its humans.